
YOU TOLD US
LENTEN VISITS 2014





Throughout Lent …  
you shared your thoughts and ideas to help 

shape the vision for our new diocese.

Thanks to Bishops James, Tom and Tony.

This is a summary of what you told us.

Thank you.

Thank you to everyone who took part in the Lenten meetings.  It was a great opportunity to meet 
each other and we’ve had some great feedback.Thank you too to Jo Beacroft Mitchell, Susan Rundle 
and Kate Plant for facilitating the visits and collating all your responses.  You can find the reports in 

full online at http://www.westyorkshiredales.anglican.org

The words on the front cover create a pictorial representation of the feedback produced during the  
Lenten Visits – the larger the word, the more times it was said by you.



Bishop James
“Meeting and praying with so many 
new people across the new Diocese 
was a real privilege.  Finding out how 
the church in so many places is being 
renewed in worship and service was 
hugely encouraging.  Hearing people’s 
aspirations for our future together was 
very significant.  Thank you for the 
welcome and the hospitality and the 
sense of being in this together.”
 

Bishop Tom
“It was good to see the variety of 
parishes and deaneries in the new 
Diocese, each with a quiet pride in 
their common life together, and each 
with a determination, under God, to 
challenge and serve the particular 
world where they were set.  Now we 
must demonstrate that large is beautiful, 
and small is beautiful, and that all of us 
are better together.”

Bishop Tony
“Going around the deaneries of the new 
Diocese last Lent was such a privilege. 
Meeting so many people in different 
places and hearing about all the good 
things that are already happening was 
very encouraging. Listening to people’s 
concerns and hopes for the new 
Diocese has already helped us with our 
planning for the future.”

Thank you for the welcome...



You told us…
The top three findings were: 

 Parishes see great potential in sharing - ideas, successes,  
 challenges and concerns. You want opportunities to meet and  
 network.  You want the Diocese to facilitate new and existing  
 ways of doing this but want the freedom to develop these for  
 your own context.

 

 Parishes are keen to maintain their strong sense of individual  
 identity, but you are keen that resources and support are not  
 overly centralised but are easily accessible and relevant.

 

 There is a real thirst for new opportunities to share the Gospel.   
 You want support, encouragement and inspiration to be  
 confident about sharing your faith in the wider community. 
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In order of most times mentioned, you also told us these were important to you: 

Working in partnership…. 
You suggested twinning parishes with very different profiles to offer 
practical help and support and better understand the challenges. You 
welcomed the opportunity a larger diocese had for shared relationships, 
new links, supporting each other in administrative tasks, maintenance 
work, setting up networks for parishes with similar contexts. You want to 
share ministry rather than simply share “business” and were excited by 
the broad range of churchmanship and styles here. Ecumenical links and 
secular partnerships were truly valued. 
“There should be many opportunities to learn from each other and 
grow stronger in the process of understanding different perspectives”
“It is important to be stimulated by others’ ideas”
“To understand and accept difference in practice of worship and work 
in the community and have the humility of learning together”
“The richness of God’s grace brought to us through the diversity of 
churchmanship” 



Local context… 

Is everything. Existing relationships and informal support networks 
are greatly valued and you do not want these undermined by deanery 
changes. You specifically value physical access to resources, to 
administrative centres, training, the availability of senior staff and/
or officers and want to retain the local. You told us all parishes were 
distinct communities with individual needs and specific characteristics. 
Rural areas were concerned they might be forgotten if we focussed on 
our urban centres and wanted their distinct ministry recognising. UPA 
parishes told us they have always felt under-represented and want to be 
part of Diocesan decision making. 

“We have to acknowledge there is a vast difference in the need and 
requirements of urban, rural and market place ministry and celebrate 
all that we have created and built up there.

“Let parishes decide their mission focus in order to develop unique 
local initiatives.”

“There’s no such thing as one size fits all – even the closest urban 
parishes find themselves with different challenges and objectives.”



Mission and Outreach... 
All of you told us you wanted support, resources, ideas and guidance to 
better reach out beyond your church to your wider communities. You want 
to find new confidence to share your faith and encourage, empower and 
equip other church members to do the same. You wanted to better share 
your examples of ministry out in the community, pool your ideas of good 
practice and together celebrate your achievements. Many of you want to 
spend more time working alongside your communities than fundraising 
or administrative functions. You drew a clear distinction between the 
energy you put into the “business” of your church and the energy needed 
to care and minister to your congregations and your wider community.

“We are good at tea and cake but not so good at getting to the nub of 
things; talking about God to those outside church – this needs to change.”

“Helping parishes to become more confident and chatty about their 
faith and what it means to them.”

“I want to see a church that people recognise as a modern way to 
know about God and Jesus; one where they do not feel they have to 
step back in time to find that, but are able to confidently step forward 
into a modern exciting future.”

“To put the parish church back at the heart of the community and 
community life.”



Strategic Vision and Leadership…..
Many of you were excited by our new diocese and the opportunities 
this could bring. You wanted Bishop Nick to make bold decisions. You 
wanted to use the momentum of these changes to refresh your message, 
refresh your ministry, take risks, try something new and hoped there 
would be a fresh look at deanery structures and at the number and 
location of some of our church buildings. You said you preferred to look 
to the centre for vision and strategy, but wanted freedom at parish level.

“Have the courage to set and foster a Big Hairy Audacious Goal 
(BHAG) for the new Diocese that will transform it.”

“Strategic honesty – willingness to face difficult decisions for the sake 
of the future – re-imagining Christian presence for the 21st century”

“A go-for-it attitude displayed by affirming and encouraging people – 
trust in God, dream dreams, pray, test it out by going for it”

“A central strategy for growth, discipleship and service which is 
delivered locally”

“To be supported to take risks”



Developing Ministry… 
You told us you wanted greater recognition for and equal value placed 
on the lay ministry. You want them to have access to appropriate training 
and development. You want to better build them up; to allow them to 
explore, understand and use their gifts in different ways. You want to see 
a better and more imaginative way of integrating our lay ministry with the 
clergy.

You also told us you wanted more tailored, relevant training for clergy at 
a more local level.

“Support and mentoring – not just courses.”

“Clergy and lay training - a comprehensive programme for ALL which 
is accessible and dovetails with diocesan priorities.”

“Very significant investment – a sizeable budget at deanery level and 
presumption that training and courses will be deanery focussed and 
not diocese focussed.”



Communication… 
You told us this was an opportunity and a huge challenge. Internally, 
you want to see a two-way, equal conversation between the Diocesan 
centre and the parishes.  Clarity and timeliness of communication was 
important. Most of you favoured electronic means for internal comms 
and stressed the need for up to date, relevant and well-maintained 
websites. There was a significant minority of you  - particular in the rural 
areas – that reminded us that some parts of our diocese are not as well 
connected so suggested paper communications in those areas, so we 
are all kept informed, up to date and more importantly, all feel like we 
belong. Externally, you also felt this was a tremendous opportunity to 
raise the profile of the new diocese and the whole church through the 
local and national media and urged us to grasp that.  

“Consistent communication and consultation with people, especially 
about decisions that affect them. Let’s be more centred on ‘us’ than 
‘them’. No more “remote” diocese.”

“Create and communicate an exciting, vibrant, outward looking vision 
which every member of our congregation can feel they are part of the 
‘delivery team’.”

 “For mission the diocese should seek a higher public profile.”



Clergy Presence and Deployment…
You said you wanted to get to know your bishops more and build 
relationships with both the area and diocesan bishops.  
“Don’t just come for formal services, pop in for a cup of tea.”
“Bishops and archdeacons to visit, preach and have lunch in parishes 
– we want to know them.”
You also wanted to make sure your clergy were well looked after, truly 
valued and not overburdened with larger parishes and see better use of 
SSMs and lay members so they could provide more support for clergy in 
their everyday ministry. 
“Diocesan support to clergy in their everyday work and nurturing.”
“Area bishops to meet regularly with teams of clergy for strategic 
thinking in terms of mission in the locality.”
“My longing would be for clergy morale to be seriously considered. 
Joyful and renewed clergy will surely make a difference to the future 
development and spiritual well being of the new diocese.”
“To use this opportunity to strategically review the churches buildings, 
congregations and clergy to maximise the building of God’s Kingdom 
and grow the church.”



Church in the world… 
You told us how important it was that we support the poor and 
marginalised in everything we do. You want the leadership to be vocal and 
use the media to engage in debate about the Church’s role in supporting 
those in greatest need and want to hear them in local and national debates 
on the issues of today. You also want help, support and encouragement in 
developing your own projects for those in greatest need, such as debt advice 
shops or food banks.
“Standing up for the marginalised and voiceless”
“Take ministry to where the people are”
“Give the church a campaigning voice”
You told us how important our overseas links were and some of the 
tremendous partnerships that have been developed over the years. You 
told us how much you valued working with other faiths and how you wanted 
support to be better equipped for ministering in predominantly Muslim 
communities.

Ministry to the younger generations…
You told us how you wanted to engage with young people in a well-
resourced, well equipped and engaging way.  You classified young people 
as those under 40 and wanted to focus making church more attractive to 
younger people and specifically young families.

“Engaging with and involving  
the 18-35 ‘emerging  
generation’”
“Build up the congregations  
with particular emphasis on 
attracting 20’s to 50’s”
“How do we make our church 
relevant and accessible to  
young working families?”



Funding and finance
You told us that parish share was 
your foremost financial challenge and 
wanted an equal system that was widely 
understood, supported and to which every 
parish would commit.  You also told us how 
much you need support and professional 
advice on fundraising and access to 
external funding.

“Funding for change”

“A big push to collect parish share so  
that in the future enough money is 
collected for all shares to be reduced  
and free up money for outreach.”

Discipleship… 
The desire to grow in strength and depth in 
your relationship with God was very strong 
and you said that you wanted support to 
both deepen individual faith, but also to 
equip everyone with the ability, words and 
knowledge to share their faith with those 
outside the church.

“Faith and life courses that are not  
heavily academic but about living.”

“Our task is to bring God’s Kingdom in 
West Yorkshire and the Dales by being  
His people doing His work in His way.  
This requires clergy to be lay”



Your worries and concerns...
Your biggest worry was that the Diocese was too 
large to be able to function as a meaningful whole. 
You were also worried about money, the share, being 
properly resourced, too much bureaucracy and the 
care and availability of our clergy.

 “I can’t see how it is going to work. We can’t spread 
expertise or people around anymore. We are 
desperate in our rural villages and our few clergy 
are going to crack under the strain.” 
“New Diocese will be too big – the Bishop will never 
be known in the local church.”
 “I long for a diocese where each parish is 
cherished, encouraged and valued for its work 
proclaiming the Gospel regardless of its ability to 
pay share.”
“How will all the brilliant suggestions from these 
meetings be funded?”
“I’m sad to say that most clergy I know in the 
diocese feel overworked and undervalued.  So my 
longing would be for clergy morale to be seriously 
considered.”
“A priest with six churches for example, won’t do. 
Not viable and not fair!
“Build a church based on faith and stop trying to 
pretend that the C of E is a business to be run like a 
supermarket or a multi-national oil company.”




